
CHARMIN VAN-GO

Promotional Campaign



CHA CHA CHA CHARMIN

§ The famous toilet paper brand Charmin was established at the Hoberg Paper Company in 
the city of Green Bay, Wisconsin in 1928.

§ Throughout the progression of promoting their company, Charmin has gone through 
three changes of rebranding that continued to center around the softness of their brand 
that stands out from others.
§ From Hoberg (1920-50’s), to Mr. Whipple (1960-90’s), to the animated bears (2000-

current).

§ Charmins branding with the animated bears being the face of the company emphasizes 
comfort. 
§ This is correlated with their quality of softness of the product and connection with 

consumers through their commercial storytelling.
§ the animated bears who always seem to be in a tough situation that ends with 

Charmin’s toilet paper being the resolution within their commercials or advertisements.



CHARMIN-VAN-GO CAMPAIGN

  Whether it is residents or tourists New York city is full of people walking everyday 
to their destination. 

  However, the city lacks in providing restrooms for the amount of people that are 
walking along the streets each day. There is even the issue of people having to 
wait in long lines when needing to hurry to work.

  For those who have to go to work or just can not hold their needs to use the 
restroom anymore Charmin-Van-Go applies their values of creating the best 
bathroom experience.
  the first mobile restroom for the people who need a restroom efficiently and quickly.
  The campaign was launched in different areas/neighborhoods of New York on June 21st and 

22nd of 2017. 
  All people needed to do was access the website and follow the simple directions in providing 

their destination so the Charmin-Van-Go can meet them at their current location.



CHARMIN-VAN-GO CAMPAIGN

  Associate Brand Director of Charmin Janette Yauch provided a statement to the 

press about their goals for the people provided by the campaign. 

  “At Charmin, we’re always looking to bring people the best bathroom experience, both 

at home with our tissue and in new and unexpected ways, with the Charmin Van-GO, we 

are providing one of the largest, most-trafficked cities in the world a new way to Enjoy 

the Go…on the go” (P&G).



ISSUE

§ While also generating awareness for the need of more public restroom access for 
the people and tourists of New York City.

§ Charmin decided to bring comfort to the community by establishing the Charmin-
Van-Go Campaign as a promotional strategy to stand out from their competitors.
§ Establishing credibility
§ Increase exposure/ brand awareness.



TACTIC

  Consumer and Media outreach to generate buzz 
  before it launched the company provided exclusive looks that provided informative content about the 

campaign to selected outlets such as tech, lifestyle, and local New York outlets.
  Mashable (a global, multi-platform media and entertainment company) informative content about the 

campaign and an exclusive first look of the Van itself.
  “The outlet produced a piece that went live the next day and has been shared more than 28,000 

times” (PR News).

  Consumer Relation tactics to enhance their image and values of their product. 
  Guerilla Marketing, attracted consumers attention by providing a humorous yet essential need for the 

community of New York that created a great amount of media coverage.

  Media Relation tactics by providing press releases to announce the campaign the day of launch.
  microsite specifically for the campaign that allowed consumers to have access to the campaign easily 

making them more likely to use it.
  Created spreadable hashtag #enjoyongo. 



TACTIC

  Celebrity endorsement
  Actor and comedian Anthony Anderson was essentially the spokesperson for the 

campaign. 
  He promoted the campaign through his social media platforms, engagement with 

consumers and postings the morning of the launch, and appeared on several news 
television programs.

  Social influencers during the campaign promoted through shares, pictures, 
mentions, or posts about the campaign.
  MTV VJ 
  Author La La Anthony 
  Celebrity physician Doctor Mike
  Fashion blogger Man Repeller



ANALYSIS

  Charmin’s PR practitioners used promotional tactics to change consumers attitudes 
towards the brand/company rather than narrowing it down to the specific sale of the 
product. 
  They did this by engaging with consumers by using the city's lack of restroom facilities for 

their benefit. 

  the campaign achieved their goal in gaining media coverage through social media and 
news outlets by using a unique campaign to generate buzz and reaching consumers
  Multiple well established credible outlets and a great amount of original articles were written 

about the campaign. 
  According to PR News, “The campaign netted the brand about 355 million engagements 

across all platforms, measured through click-throughs, likes, shares, and retweets. Social 
influencer posts during the campaign generated nearly 160,000 likes on Facebook, Twitter, 
and Instagram” (PR News). 



LESSON

  The campaign shows that interactions with consumers creates trusts that 
establishes brand loyalty. 

  Use celebrities that connects to the campaign
  Having a campaign being centered around using the bathroom could have easily been a 

messy perception, but using Anderson as the spokesperson loosens the tension by 
providing humor to it since he is a comedian. 

  Put as much effort into pre launching as the actual day of launching. 
  exclusive inside looks about the campaign to major influencers, such as Mashable that 

led to generating excitement among a broader audience for the actual launching the 
next day. 



QUESTIONS

  Do you think using Anthony Anderson was a good move?

  Do you think using pre-promotional strategies before the actual launch of the 
campaign is beneficial?

  What are some other PR tactics Charmin could have done?


